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A Summary of NACA




National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA)
Congress founded NACA on 3 March 1915, as an independent
government agency reporting directly to the President. Its
enacting legislation was attached as a rider to the Naval
Appropriation Bill for that year. Unlike its predecessor NASA;
NACA began almost without anyone noticing

NACA was initially founded to put
more focus behind the United States’
technology and production of
airplanes, which during World War I
had been severely lacking compared
to European Aircrafts.


Propellers & Wing Curvature

NACA Airplanes

End of WWII & Supersonic
Flight




With the end of WWII, NACA started to focus on airplane
speed and technology. With the main focus being supersonic
flight
In other words, creating an airplane fast enough to break the
sound barrier

Plane Body Shape Transition


Supersonic flight required design alterations to the body of the
plane to make it more aerodynamic.

The plane
body was altered
to resemble a glass
Coca-Cola bottle.
The experimental
airplane was called
the X-1


Captain Charles Yeager




Charles Yeager was the first to achieve supersonic flight in1947 in a
model X-1 which he named “Glamorous Glennis” after his wife.
Captain Charles Yeager is a native West Virginian

The Cold War, Missiles, &
Reentry




With the achievement of supersonic flight and the pressure of the
Cold War, NACA switched its main focus to missile technology
and developing the technology and design for the reentry of space
vehicles. “Initially, the focus was on missile warheads, but later was
applied to the possibility of manned vehicles”
This was the beginning of the end for NACA, and the unofficial
birth of the organization we know todays as NASA.

The Transition to NASA










The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
In 1958 the U.S. Congress passed the National Aeronautics and Space
Act of 1958, in response to the Soviet Union’s successful launch of the
Sputnik 1 in 1957.
This Act was a response to the nations fear of falling behind the
Soviets in the utilization and exploration of outer space.
“The new civilian space agency would be responsible for human,
satellite, and robotic space programs, as well as aeronautical
research.
On October 1st of 1958 NASA officially emerged from the preexisting
agency NACA, who were already spending half their total efforts on
the nations space-related projects .

Sputnik 1 & The Start of the
Space Age








The Soviet Union successfully launched Sputnik 1 on October 4, of
1957.
Sputnik 1 was the first artificial
satellite to be launched into
space
Sputnik weighed 185 pounds
The Spacecraft obtained data
pertaining to the density of the
upper layers of the atmosphere
and the propagation of radio
signals in the ionosphere.
<NASA.com>

Sputnik 2 and Laika




November 2, 1957 Laika the dog was sent into orbit aboard the
Sputnik II.
Laika was a stray found on the streets in Russia who became the
first dog in space.

NASA and Explorer I



On January 31 of 1958, the US successfully launched Explorer I.
Explorer I was a satellite that eventually discovered the magnetic
radiation belts around the earth. It was also a response to the
Soviet Union that the U.S. had arrived in space.

USSR and Yuri Gagarin




April 12, 1961 Yuri Gagarin becomes the first human in space,
completing a single orbit aboard the Vostok 1
This was also the first orbital flight of a manned vehicle

Ham and the Mercury
Redstone 2








The U.S. sent Ham the chimpanzee into space on the Mercury
Redstone 2 on January 31, 1961.
The Redstone over-accelerated
and went higher up then planned.
The capsule containing Ham was
recovered and Ham was ok.
Afterward his spaceflight Ham
was retired to a normal chimp
life. Where many researchers
from his team still went to visit
him after his adventures in space.

NASA and Alan Shepard


May 5, 1961 Alan Shepard was the first US astronaut launched into
suborbital flight aboard the Freedom 7.

NASA Today
NASA still continues to research and push
the boundaries of space exploration today.

For more information on NASA visit nasa.gov

